
Ideon: Powering the Digital 
Transformation for Carriers

Ideon builds and maintains the “pipes” that help medical and ancillary carriers connect with third-party platforms and software, 
where today’s benefits are quoted, enrolled, and administered. 

Expand Your Digital Reach in a Single Move

Through a single integration, grow your distribution and 
enable medical and ancillary quoting experiences across 
group, individual-under-65, and senior markets.

Ensure Accurate Quoting

The accuracy of your rates is ensured by using our Carrier 
Verification Tooling, giving you peace of mind that your 
plans are quoted accurately across platforms.

Reporting

Ideon provides weekly activity reports providing insights 
into who is quoting your products to whom and where.

Security

Ideon conforms to the highest levels of data integrity, 
operational transparency, and information confidentiality.

Quoting

When carriers partner with Ideon, they open the door 
to a network of quoting platforms and unlock unlimited 
growth opportunities.

Expand your  
ecosystem with minimal 
IT investment

With Ideon, you’ll drive business 
through digital channels, grow your 
reach, and easily adapt to new 
opportunities — without the cost 
or burden of direct integrations to 
downstream partners. We deliver 
the speed, quality, reliability, 
security and efficiency necessary to 
ensure accurate quoting, smarter 
decision-support tools, and next-
level enrollment experiences for 
consumers everywhere.

Digital Solutions for the 21st Century Carrier

Executive Overview  
for Carriers



Data Validation/AggregationEnrollment and Member Management

Ideon provides carriers a single point of connection 
to benefits platforms, resulting in flexible, secure, and 
accurate enrollment processing—with little IT investment.

Platform connectivity, simplified

Ideon delivers enrollment data from an expansive network 
of benefits administration platforms — in each carrier’s 
preferred format(s) (API, EDI, flat file, LDEx, etc.).

Faster, easier and accurate group setup

Cut group setup timelines down to days, not months, and 
lighten your team’s operational burden. Once connected, 
we support ongoing maintenance for multiple platform 
integrations so you don’t have to (no need for carriers to 
increase resources).

Efficient discrepancy resolution

Through our unique auto-reconciliation process and 
upfront validation, we proactively identify enrollment 
discrepancies to ensure that all member data is in sync 
between carriers and benefit platforms. By identifying data 
issues for resolution before they are sent to the carrier, our 
process helps minimize the downstream operational issues 
that cause member care access or coverage delays.

Let’s Talk

Leverage Ideon’s APIs and expertise to enhance 
your end-to-end digital solutions and create 
powerful user experiences for your members. 
Contact your Ideon sales representative or send us 
a note at sales@ideonapi.com.


